
Hello Rising Seniors!
I know that you’re looking forward to a break this summer, so I promise I won’t try to get in

your way.
I do have a couple of things for you to think about though - one is required and one is
optional but will save you some time later*.

1) Required: Re-read a favorite book that you haven’t read  since at least middle school.

Fun, right?
Pick a book that you liked reading the first time around, and this time you’ll read it as
someone who is older and wiser; you’ll apply that new perspective to understanding it a little
more deeply.

A) It can be fiction or nonfiction
B) It needs to be at least 150 pages long
C) You will mark it up (with sticky notes if you don’t own it) as you track one aspect of it.

No need to write anything just yet; you’re simply indicating where you see examples of
this, and you will expand on it a bit when we’re back in the Fall.  If you’re afraid that
you’ll forget why you put a sticky somewhere, then you can definitely make a quick
note.     You only need to choose ONE:

1) Writing - your view of their writing style, use of imagery, metaphors, dialog, character
development, or anything else about the way this writer writes that you want to focus
on.

2) Characters - (if you’re doing fiction) how realistic/unrealistic they are, how
much/little  you relate to them, analyze their relationships with each other, what are
your thoughts of how they’re handling situations, OR anything else about that
character that you want to focus on.

3) Themes - track a particular theme or two that is prevalent in your book.  Identify the
theme and find examples of where it shows up.

4) Your assessment/reflection of the topic - (if you’re doing non-fiction)  dig in a little
deeper and give your own reaction to it; this would require just a wee bit of writing now

5) Whatever else sticks out to you that you want to track.

2) Optional: Write a draft of your college essay. Pick one from the Common App,

here.  We’ll be working on this during the first weeks of school, so you might
appreciate taking care of some of this over the summer* (translation=do more now
and less later).  If you aren’t applying to college, I’d like you to choose a prompt from
the Common App as well.

See you soon, Catherine

https://www.commonapp.org/blog/2022-2023-common-app-essay-prompts



